New Temporary Access Info Guide

Changes to Temporary Access:

- No more ‘Temporary Access’ tab in the left hand navigation
  
  *(students will not need a Temporary Access Code)*

- Two-step process to get 21 days of Temporary Access

- 21 days of Temporary Access will begin on the day that the student registers for Temporary Access, regardless of Term Start Date

  *(previously, Temporary Access was aligned with Term Start Date)*

Registering for Access:

- Students will be prompted with 3 enrollment options to gain access to their course:
  1. Pay Later
  2. Access Code
  3. Buy Now

1. Registering for Temporary Access – Pay Later

- Students who do not yet have a purchased access code, and who do not wish to purchase access to their course directly, can choose the ‘Pay Later’ option to gain Temporary Access to their Course:
- Students will now have access to the course for 21 days using Temporary Access, and are given the date that their Temporary Access will expire:
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**Expired Temporary Access**

- Students are re-prompted to select an Enrollment Option to gain access to their course:
  - Access Code
  - Buy Now

- Options indicate that Temporary Access has expired:
2. Registering after Temporary Access – Access Code

- Students who have purchased an access code can enter their code by selecting the ‘Access Code’ option:

3. Registering for Temporary Access – Buy Now

- Students who do not have an access code to enter, and would like to purchase access directly by Credit Card or PayPal can use the ‘Buy Now’ option: